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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
This report is the first-ever in-depth examination of the Border Patrol’s transportation raids
in upstate New York. It paints a disturbing picture of an agency resorting to aggressive policing tactics in order to increase arrest rates, without regard for the costs and consequences of
its practices on New Yorkers’ rights and freedoms. The report extends beyond transportation
raids to other Border Patrol practices as well, raising serious concerns about an agency that
appears to be driven by the belief that the regular rules of the Constitution do not apply to it.
American democracy was founded on the idea that people possess certain inalienable rights,
among them the right to privacy and the right to move freely about the country. Throughout
this nation’s history, Americans have never been required to carry identification papers proving their citizenship. “Show me your papers” is a statement posed to people living under oppressive regimes, not those residing in the world’s oldest democracy.
Anyone who has traveled on trains and buses through upstate New York in recent years has
cause to question the federal government’s fealty to these core democratic values. Throughout central and western New York, armed Border Patrol agents routinely board trains and
buses nowhere near the border to question passengers about their citizenship. They force
certain people to produce documents proving their citizenship or immigration status. Passengers who cannot produce documentation to an agent’s satisfaction are subjected to arrest,
detention and potential deportation.
These “transportation raids” occur many miles from the Canadian border or any point of entry
into the United States. They do little to protect the border, but they threaten constitutional
protections that apply to citizens and non-citizens alike, invite racial profiling, tear apart families and burden taxpayers with the cost of detaining individuals who were arrested while innocently going about their business.
The transportation raids also serve as a window into the practices of an agency that, although
charged with policing the border, abuses its authority through its unprecedented reach into
the interior of the United States and the use of aggressive search and seizure procedures that
do not comport with standards and expectations for domestic policing or interior immigration enforcement. While the full extent of the Border Patrol’s interior enforcement practices
remains unknown, community groups have documented abuses of power that extend beyond
the transportation system and into our state’s towns and villages. These concerns include
complaints of Border Patrol agents wrongfully stopping, questioning and arresting individuals, including United States citizens, and engaging in improper enforcement practices in close
collaboration with state and local police.
This report is the first in-depth examination of transportation raids by Border Patrol agents
in upstate New York, particularly in the Rochester Station within the Border Patrol’s Buffalo
sector. Through a Freedom of Information Act request, which is still being litigated, the au-
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thors of this report obtained a complete dataset of all transportation arrests in Rochester Station from 2006 to 2009 and detailed information on a random sample of 200 of those arrests.
Analysis of the documents obtained through the FOIA litigation and other publicly available
documents confirm that Rochester Station’s interior transportation raids represent a shift
from the Border Patrol’s mission of policing the border. Furthermore, the evidence suggests
an established pattern of misconduct by Border Patrol agents in the course of transportation
raids. Key preliminary findings from this data include the following:
Despite the Border Patrol’s mission of policing the border, transportation raids do not
target recent border-crossers. From 2006 to 2009, less than 1 percent of transportation raid arrests were made at entry, and only 1 percent were made within 72 hours of
entry. In contrast, 76 percent of those arrested on transportation raids in Rochester
had been in the United States for more than a year, and 12 percent of these individuals
had been present for more than 10 years.
Interior transportation raid arrests represent the majority of the Rochester Station’s
arrests despite the fact that they occur far from any point-of-entry into the United
States. Although the agency long sought to block release1 of precise yearly data, we
now know that transportation arrests constituted almost two-thirds of all arrests in
Rochester between 2007 and 2009.
Agents widely violate established arrest procedures in the course of transportation
raids. In 77 percent of all transportation raid arrests between 2006 and 2009, Rochester Station officers violated the two-officer rule, which requires that someone other
than the arresting officer, whose judgment may be clouded by numerous factors, examine the person who was arrested and determine whether to commence removal
proceedings or exercise prosecutorial discretion. In addition to violating the agency’s
own regulations, such violations implicate significant due process rights and Fourth
Amendment requirements.
Despite the immense human and financial costs of overzealous detention, data culled
from the sample of Rochester transportation raid arrests reveal that more than 73
percent of individuals arrested were then placed in a detention facility rather than
released while awaiting the adjudication of their case. The data further indicates that
were it not for a lack of bed space, agents would have detained an even higher percentage of transportation raid arrestees.
Transportation raids lead to the arrests mostly of Latin Americans, men, and individuals with a “medium” or “black” complexion. The records do not reveal who was subject to additional intrusive questioning or pulled off a train but not placed in removal
proceedings, but they confirm anecdotal reports that arresting officers focus on Latin
Americans and persons of color in their enforcement operations.
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The report concludes with a set of recommendations to address the problems outlined in it:
CBP should end its practice of raids on domestic trains and buses.
To the extent that CBP continues to engage in interior enforcement operations, it
should ensure that it does so only in situations involving specific suspicion of recent
illegal border crossing, with proper constitutional and procedural protections in
place.
CBP should discontinue any use of arrest-based performance measures.
CBP should re-evaluate its policy of nearly universal detention of individuals.
State and local police should refrain from enforcing federal immigration laws, including by engaging in interior enforcement operations with Border Patrol agents and
requesting translation assistance from Border Patrol.
The governor and attorney general of New York should monitor CBP’s interior operations to ensure that the rights of New York residents are protected.
Congress and DHS should improve oversight and accountability with respect to transportation raids.
In sum, transportation raids by Rochester Station agents demonstrate unduly punitive and
overzealous policing in an operational realm securely outside of the Border Patrol’s borderpolicing mission. Through an analysis of previously unreleased data, this report sheds light on
the Border Patrol’s “show me your papers, please” approach to immigration enforcement and
serves as an impetus for more transparency and closer scrutiny of CBP practices. The report
also serves as a warning sign for the need to examine Border Patrol practices beyond buses
and trains, and particularly practices that raise concerns regarding Fourth Amendment violations and racial profiling. The report calls on the CBP to conform its practices to democratic
principles and legal and regulatory standards, and to curb its incursion into the country’s
interior.
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INTRODUCTION
For several years armed Border Patrol agents have routinely boarded domestic trains and
buses in New York, including those operated by Amtrak and Greyhound, to question passengers about their citizenship, and arrest and detain people, including individuals lawfully present in the United States, who are not carrying proof of their lawful status. They board trains
and buses without reasonable suspicion of unlawful activity.
In the Rochester area alone, Border Patrol agents arrested 2,788 train and bus passengers
from October 2005 through September 2009. These arrests happened miles from the border,
which transects Lake Ontario, or the nearest point of entry. The vast majority of individuals
arrested had lived in the United States for more than a year.
This “show me your papers” practice has no place in the United States, where residents have
long cherished the right to privacy and the freedom to travel freely about the country without
having to prove their citizenship to government agents. Indeed, such tactics are more commonly associated with police states than robust democracies.
This report is the first-ever in-depth examination of the Border Patrol’s transportation raids
in upstate New York. It analyzes data, obtained through Freedom of Information Act (FOIA)
requests, from the Border Patrol’s Rochester Station and Buffalo sector to shed light on the
practice and impact of transportation raids. The data paints a disturbing picture of an agency
resorting to mission creep in order to increase arrest rates, without regard for the costs and
consequences of its practices, including to its own mission to protect the border.
While the data obtained through the FOIA litigation and through public observations of Border
Patrol activities provide a detailed account of the agency’s practices on trains and buses in
New York, the concerns raised regarding these practices do not end at our state’s transportation systems. They extend to other Border Patrol tactics that raise similar concerns about an
agency driven by the belief that the regular rules of the Constitution do not apply to it.
Section I of the report provides an overview of the Border Patrol’s transportation raid strategy
and the emerging public alarm over such raids. Section II presents and analyzes the new evidence regarding the actual practice and impact of transportation raids. Section III discusses
how transportation raids are likely the result of pressure to increase arrest rates, and how
transportation raids raise significant constitutional concerns. Section IV examines the concerns raised about Customs and Border Protection (CBP) practices beyond the transportation
context, including complaints regarding Border Patrol agents wrongfully stopping and arresting individuals, including United States citizens, and engaging in enforcement practices in
close collaboration with state and local police, harming police-community relations. The full
extent of these operations is unknown, raising the need for a more thorough examination of
Border Patrol practices outside of the transportation context. Section V concludes with policy
recommendations aimed at reining in the mission-creep and abuses that result from the Border Patrol’s interior enforcement practices.
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I. OVERVIEW: ROCHESTER STATION AND TRANSPORTATION RAIDS
The Homeland Security Act of 20022 divided the Immigration and Naturalization Service (INS)
into three components within a newly created Department of Homeland Security (DHS). Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) is responsible for interior enforcement of immigration laws and U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) administers the immigration
service functions of the federal government. Meanwhile, Customs and Border Protection is
meant to handle border security functions and assume responsibility for managing, controlling and screening the nation’s borders at and between the ports of entry.3
Within CBP, the U.S. Border Patrol is tasked with detecting and preventing the illegal entry
of persons and contraband across the border between the ports of entry.4 The Border Patrol
asserts that its priority mission is to prevent terrorists and terrorist weapons, including weapons of mass destruction, from entering the United States. Additionally, the Border Patrol has
a mission of preventing undocumented immigrants, smugglers, and narcotics and other contraband from crossing the border between the ports of entry. The Border Patrol had a budget
of $3.5 billion in fiscal year 2009 to establish and maintain “operational control” of the U.S.
border.5
In upstate New York, the Border Patrol has deployed a particularly aggressive presence far
from the border with Canada. This is especially the case in Rochester, a city located relatively
far from the nearest border crossings. The Rochester Station, within the Border Patrol’s Buffalo sector,6 was opened in 2004 as a maritime patrol station coinciding with the launch of a
ferry service between Rochester and Toronto, Canada.7 The station was intended to police
cross-border entry into the United States via the ferry. By January 2006, however, the ferry
service floundered and closed permanently.8 Although the Border Patrol officers no longer
had a point-of-entry to police, the Rochester Station remained open and, in fact, continued to
increase its staffing, from seven agents in May 2008 to 27 agents by January 2011.9
Around the time the ferry permanently closed, reports started to emerge indicating that the
Border Patrol’s Rochester Station was stepping up the use of transportation raids.10 Numerous newspaper articles and reports document the Border Patrol’s practices and indicate that
transportation raids in the Buffalo sector account for the bulk of CBP arrests near the northern border.11 Area residents report that Border Patrol officers maintain a nearly constant presence at Rochester’s bus and train stations. Rochester Station alone is reported to have had
more arrests than any of the other 55 stations along the northern border.12 In the Rochester area, Border Patrol agents arrested 2,788 train and bus passengers from October 2005
through September 2009.13 Between 2007 and 2009 transportation arrests constituted nearly
two-thirds of the arrests made by the Rochester Station.
The Border Patrol’s incursion into the interior is raising serious concerns, particularly in communities most directly affected by these practices.14 Local university officials in charge of
international student programs have observed that foreign students are increasingly being
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The transportation raids present a very real danger to international students at upstate universities. Numerous students have been removed from buses and trains and detained by the
Border Patrol even though they were lawfully present. Consider these three cases recently
reported in The Chronicle of Higher Education:
A University of Rochester undergraduate from Pakistan was riding an Adirondack
Trailways bus to Albany. Border Patrol agents boarded the bus and questioned him
about his citizenship status. The student did not have his immigration paperwork with
him, believing that his student ID was sufficient for the brief trip within the state. The
agents arrested the student. After being detained for two weeks, he appeared before a
judge and proved that he was lawfully in the United States with an asylum application
pending.
A University of Rochester doctoral student was traveling to an academic conference
at Cornell University when Border Patrol agents boarded his bus. The student was
detained for hours at a police station even though his documentation confirmed that
he was in the country legally. Apparently, the agent didn’t understand the student’s
paperwork. The student missed the conference.
A student at the State University of New York at Potsdam’s Crane School of Music was
removed from an Adirondack Trailways bus because he lacked sufficient documentation. The student, who was from China, was held for a few hours and released. A few
days later, agents visited the college and arrested the student. He was held for three
weeks at a detention facility several hours from campus until his legal status was
confirmed. The detention disrupted his education and he had to leave school.

stopped and questioned by Border Patrol agents while travelling locally and domestically.
Transportation raids have become enough of an issue that in the past few years, universities
located near the Canadian border have issued travel advisories to their international students,
recommending that they now carry proof of their right to be in the United States whenever
they travel, no matter how far they intend to travel or regardless of whether they will cross a
border.15
For a broad category of students, scholars, visitors and other non-citizens, however, even
having one’s papers in hand provides no guarantee against being wrongfully arrested and detained during a transportation raid. In numerous incidents, individuals have been wrongfully
arrested and detained by Border Patrol agents on trains and buses. Some of these individuals
were in the midst of the lengthy but routine process of changing their immigration status and
had complied with all the rules.16 Others were arrested and detained because Border Patrol
agents refused to heed federal regulations that state that while a person’s visa may have expired, their permission to remain in the country may still be valid.17 In one case, an individual
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whose application for a visa extension had already been granted by United States Citizenship
and Immigration Services (USCIS) was nonetheless arrested and detained for several days
because Border Patrol agents declined to confirm the status of his case.18
Another frequently expressed concern is that Border Patrol agents appear to single out passengers on the basis of race and probe passengers of color more carefully than other passengers during questioning.19 Passengers of color who have told Border Patrol agents that
they are United States citizens have been asked to prove their citizenship.20 In other instances,
agents simply assume that passengers of color are not citizens and start their questioning by
asking “What country are you a citizen of?” or demanding that passengers “produce [their]
documents,” although citizens of the United States are not required to carry proof of citizenship.21 Border Patrol agents, for example, told a Syracuse University professor of color, who is
a citizen and has been repeatedly questioned on Greyhound, that he has to carry his “papers”
at all times and that his Syracuse identification card was not sufficient.22
Despite mounting public concern, CBP’s testimony to Congress on northern border security
makes no mention of its expansion into the interior and CBP’s website and publications provide little explanation of the motivations for or actual costs and impact of this practice.

Latino citizens face a consistent pattern of harassment by CBP
Silvio Torres-Saillant couldn’t board a Greyhound bus in 2007 without armed Border Patrol
agents confronting him.
Torres-Saillant, an English professor at Syracuse University and a United States citizen, was
singled out by agents on numerous occasions that year.
One incident occurred in the spring as Torres-Saillant was waiting to board a bus to New
York City at the Regional Transportation Center in Syracuse. A Border Patrol agent asked
him to produce his “documents.” Torres-Saillant, who is Latino, handed the agent his
Syracuse University ID card. The agent became angry when the college professor didn’t
show him additional identification.
“Since I was traveling on ground transportation within the same state, I did not see the need
to carry documents that established my legal status in this country,” Torres-Saillant said.
Clearly assuming that Torres-Saillant was not a citizen, the agent told him that he had
to carry his papers at all times. When he saw Torres-Saillant reach into his wallet for
additional documentation, the agent walked away and started questioning others. All but
one of the individuals who Torres-Saillant saw being questioned that day was a person of
color.
Angered by the Border Patrol’s dehumanizing treatment of Latino passengers, TorresSaillant has stopped riding Greyhound buses.
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II. WHAT THE EVIDENCE REVEALS
Through a Freedom of Information Act request, which is still being litigated,23 the authors of
this report obtained a complete dataset of all transportation arrests in Rochester Station from
2006 to 2009 and detailed information on a random sample of 200 of those arrests. Analysis of
these records along with other publicly available documents confirm that Rochester Station’s
transportation raids represent a marked shift from the Border Patrol’s actual mission of policing the border. Furthermore, the evidence suggests an established pattern of misconduct by
Border Patrol agents in the course of transportation raids.

A. Despite CBP’s mission of policing the border, transportation raids
do not target recent border crossers.
CBP’s public statements suggest that transportation raids target those who have recently
crossed the border in connection with suspected terrorism and smuggling operations.24 Indeed, in a written statement to news reporters, CBP headquarters asserted that transportation raids are “performed in direct support of immediate border-enforcement efforts and as a
means of preventing smuggling organizations from exploiting existing transportation hubs to
travel to the interior of the United States.”25
The data shows that transportation raids, in fact, are not related to policing the actual border.
Only a small percentage of individuals arrested by Border Patrol agents on trains and buses
in Rochester were recent border crossers:
From 2006 to 2009, the vast majority of those arrested—76 percent (2,092 out of 2,743
total arrests)—had been in the country for more than one year. Over this four-year
period, this figure never dropped below 74 percent and peaked at 81 percent in 2007.
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Rochester Station Transportation Raid Arrests (2006–2009)
By Time Between Entry and Apprehension*

*These percentages do not reflect 14 individuals whose records did not include the time
between their entry and apprehension.

Among those who had been in the country for more than a year prior to being arrested
on a transportation raid, 71 percent had been in the United States for more than three
years. Specifically, 32 percent of these individuals had lived in the United States for
three to six years, 32 percent had lived here for between six to 10 years and 15 percent
had lived here for more than 10 years.
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Length of Time in the U. S. of Individuals Arrested Over One Year After Entry
(2006-2009)

*Data includes only individuals whose date of entry was provided.

Less than 1 percent of those arrested had entered the United States within the last 72
hours. Only seven individuals (out of 2,743 total arrests) were apprehended at entry
and 15 were arrested within 72 hours of entry. The proportion of individuals arrested
who were recent border crossers remained constantly low over the four years reported, hovering around 1 percent.
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Rochester Station Transportation Raid Arrests By Time Between
Entry and Apprehension

* These totals/percentages do not reflect 14 individuals whose records did not include the time between
their entry and apprehension.

Individuals arrested between three and 30 days of entry comprised about 5 percent of
total arrests from 2006 to 2009, while individuals arrested between one month and a
year of entry comprised slightly more than 17 percent of total arrests. The distribution
of individuals arrested in this middle range also remained fairly steady across the four
years reported.
These numbers cast serious doubt on whether CBP’s transportation raids do anything to actually protect the border.

B. Transportation raid arrests represent a large share of the
Border Patrol’s Rochester Station arrests.
After the closure of the ferry between Rochester and Toronto, Canada, Rochester Station Border Patrol agents began stepping up the use of transportation raids. Despite the fact that
they occur far from any point-of-entry into the United States, transportation raid arrests have
come to play an outsize role in the Border Patrol’s northern border activity.
After two-and-a-half years of first denying that it kept statistics and then seeking to prevent
their disclosure, CBP was required by District Court Judge Scheindlin to reveal hard data on
the share of CBP arrests occurring on trains and buses. The data is staggering. It shows that
transportation arrests constitute almost two-thirds of all arrests in Rochester between 2007
and 2009.
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Rochester 		
Transportation
Arrests

Total
Arrests

Buffalo Sector
Percent

Total Arrests

Northern Border
Total Arrests

From 2006 to 2007, Rochester Station transportation raid arrests more than doubled,
from 383 arrests to 776 arrests. Transportation raid arrests peaked in 2008 at 986 arrests. There were 647 arrests in 2009. Transportation arrests continued to make up
more than 60 percent of arrests in Rochester in the years for which data is available.
		 The transportation raids from Rochester Station alone account for a significant portion
of total Buffalo sector arrests—29 percent from 2006 to 2009. The percentage of total
Buffalo sector arrests represented by Rochester Station transportation raid arrests
peaked at 35 percent in 2008.
		 Transportation raid arrests in Rochester similarly bolstered total reported northern
border arrests, making up 12.4 percent of northern border arrests in 2008 and 10 percent on average from 2006 through 2009.

C. Agents consistently violate established procedural protections in the
course of transportation raids.
The evidence demonstrates that, in addition to making unjustified, warrantless arrests, CBP
fails to observe minimal procedural safeguards during transportation raids. For any warrantless immigration arrest, federal regulations impose a procedural safeguard—“the two-officer
rule”—which is analogous to protections in the criminal field. The two-officer rule requires
that someone other than the arresting officer, whose judgment may be clouded by numerous
factors—such as the excitement of the arrest, their interest in moving forward with the case,
and pressure to increase arrest statistics—examine the person who was arrested and determine whether to commence removal proceedings or exercise prosecutorial discretion.26 The
only exception to this “two-officer rule” applies to situations when no other qualified officer
is available and waiting for another officer would lead to an unnecessary delay.27 Analogously,
in the criminal law context, the U.S. Supreme Court has held that the Fourth Amendment re-
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quires that a neutral magistrate review a warrantless arrest and make a determination that
probable cause exists in order to detain a person prior to her arrest.28 While the arresting officer is allowed to make an on-the-scene determination that probable cause exists to arrest a
suspect, once in custody, the suspect is constitutionally entitled to have a neutral magistrate
or in the immigration context, a neutral second officer, review that determination.29
		 The data reveals systemic non-compliance with arrest procedures as required under
the two-officer rule. In 77 percent (2150/2792) of all reported transportation raid arrests,
Rochester Station’s agents violated the two-officer rule. In 2006, officers violated the
rule nearly 88 percent (336/383) of the time. The rate of violations fluctuated year-byyear between 2006 and 2009, but never dropped below 70 percent of all arrests annually.

Violations of the two-officer rule may constitute Fourth Amendment violations and, in some
cases, may be grounds for suppression of evidence gathered as a result of the arrest and
termination of removal proceedings.30 Additional data is required to evaluate officer compliance with arrest procedures on the whole, but systemic violation of the two-officer rule raises
serious constitutional concerns and indicates a strong need for a closer examination of CBP’s
field practices.

D. A staggering proportion of transportation raid arrestees are detained.
Prior to 2006, under the policy known as “catch and release,” undocumented migrants apprehended along the border were released into the United States on their own recognizance if
they were nationals of countries other than Mexico.31 In response to criticism that few recent
border crossers actually returned for their immigration hearings,32 on August 23, 2006, thenSecretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff announced an end to the practice.33 Chertoff
hailed this policy change as “a breakthrough in deterring illegal immigration” and a corner-
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stone of immigration enforcement efforts.34 On February 28, 2007, Chertoff reported the following results to the Senate Judiciary Committee: “In July 2005, we were releasing up to 80
percent of non-Mexican illegal aliens because we did not have the bed space to hold them. As
of August 2006, all removable aliens caught at the border are detained until returned to their
home countries.”35 This result required a significant expansion of detention capacity, as “catch
and release” was in part motivated by the lack of available bed space to house all illegal border crossers along the southern border.
Consistent with, and likely precipitated by this policy change, the data in our sample reveals
that nearly all individuals arrested during transportation raids are detained by CBP without
being screened for risk of flight, threat to the community or other considerations. Officers
from the Rochester Station detain individuals regardless of whether they are recent entrants
apprehended at the border or have resided in the United States for years.
Seventy-four percent of individuals arrested were detained. Male arrestees are typically detained in the Buffalo Federal Detention Center in Batavia, NY, while women are
sent to local prisons and county jails.

*These data represent only 200 randomly selected observations from the larger dataset.

The data further indicates that the actual rate at which CBP agents deemed an individual to merit detention is even higher. Were it not for a lack of bed space, agents
would have detained an even larger percentage of transportation raid arrestees. This
situation occurred most frequently in FY 2006, when 50 percent of all arrestees were
released on their own recognizance due to a lack of bed space. In subsequent years,
the rate at which individuals were released on their own recognizance due to a lack
of bed space was far lower. In FY 2007 this occurred in 4 percent of cases, and no instances were reported in FY 2008 and FY 2009.36 When those two groups are joined,
the data indicated that the percentage of all arrestees who were detained or who would
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have been detained if not for a lack of available bed space was 87 percent over all four
years, 92 percent in FY 2006, 80 percent in FY 2007, 90 percent in FY 2008 and 86 percent in FY 2009.

In 70 percent of cases, individuals who were arrested and detained were required
to post a bond in order to be released while awaiting an immigration hearing. Bond
amounts ranged from $1,500 to $20,000, but in more than 88 percent of cases in which
bond was allowed, those detained were required to post bonds of $5,000 to $10,000
(with one individual being required to post a $20,000 bond). In 30 percent of cases in
which the individual was detained, no bond was allowed.
There was insufficient data to determine how many of the individuals arrested and
detained were able to post bond. However, because transportation raids target a population in transit between points with the United States, it is unlikely that individuals arrested are carrying large sums of cash. It may take them considerable time to contact
family members who then must go to a local immigration office to post bond. It is likely
that many individuals must wait at least several days before their release, if they are
able to post the bond.37
These overzealous detention practices impose immense human and financial costs. Most of
the individuals detained by Rochester Station agents—about 66 percent of total detained arrestees for whom detention location was indicated—were detained in federal immigration detention facilities, most frequently in the nearby Buffalo Federal Detention Center in Batavia,
NY. The remaining 34 percent of individuals detained, for whom detention location was indicated, were held at local county jails. The average cost of maintaining an individual in a federal detention facility is approximately $122 a day.38 Taxpayers may pay even higher costs for
arrestees housed in county jails because contracts for outsourcing detention are negotiated
on a case-by-case basis.39 In addition to the expense to taxpayers, overzealous detention practices tear apart families and uproot communities. When people are unnecessarily detained,
children lose parents, families lose breadwinners and neighborhoods lose valued residents.
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E. Transportation raids lead to the arrests mostly of Latin Americans,
men, and individuals with a “medium or black” complexion
The records obtained through the FOIA request reveal basic demographic information about
the individuals arrested in the Rochester Station. The records do not reveal who was subject to
additional intrusive questioning or pulled off a train but not placed in removal proceedings, but
they confirm anecdotal reports that arresting officers focus on Latin Americans and persons
of color in their enforcement operations.
The arrests included individuals from 130 nations, but 73 percent of arrestees came
from Latin America, 11 percent from Asia, and 9 percent from sub-Saharan Africa and
Oceania. Canadians represented only 0.4 percent of those arrested.

CBP grouped the arrestees according to 10 complexion categories. Of the 2,776 arrests that captured skin complexion, the vast majority were categorized as having a
medium or black complexion.
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The vast majority of arrestees were male.
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III. DISCUSSION
A. The prevalence of transportation raids is likely attributable
to pressure to increase northern border arrest rates.
The prevalence of transportation raids by Border Patrol agents is likely attributable to the
sharp spike in funding and personnel for the northern border in the aftermath of the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks and the accompanying pressure to increase arrest rates in order to justify
prior and future budget increases.
After the Sept. 11 attacks, the federal government announced an increased emphasis on preventing the entry of terrorists and weapons of mass destruction.40 At the end of fiscal year
2004, the first full year that the DHS existed as an agency, about 10,500 agents patrolled the
U.S. land borders. This number increased to more than 20,000 agents by the end of fiscal year
2010.41 CBP reported to the Government Accountability Office that $3.6 billion was appropriated for border security efforts between the ports of entry in 2010, and as a result, the Border
Patrol is more heavily staffed now than at any time in its 86-year history.42
The Sept. 11 attacks also raised concerns that terrorists may attempt to infiltrate the United
States along the expansive and sparsely-guarded northern border.43 Congress heard testimony about northern border operations and CBP came under sharp pressure from lawmakers to
step up operations along the northern border.44 The USA PATRIOT Act (“Patriot Act”) specifically mandated tripling the number of Border Patrol agents and increasing the monitoring
technology along the northern border.45 In 2004, Congress passed additional legislation to increase staffing along the northern border, aiming to station 20 percent of new recruits there.46
The Border Patrol subsequently tripled the number of northern border agents, from 340 in
fiscal year 2001 to 1,008 in fiscal year 2005.47 The escalation in the number of northern border
agents continued well after the Patriot Act’s mandate was met: Of the 20,558 active Border
Patrol agents in fiscal year 2010, 2,263 (11 percent) patrolled the northern border.48
From 2001 to 2005, however, northern border apprehensions declined from 12,338 to 7,343.
Buffalo sector apprehensions dropped from 1,434 to 400 in the same time period.49 Attempting
to explain the drop, DHS officials maintained that their increased deployments had a deterrent
effect on potential border crossers.50 However, a 2006 report by the Transactional Records
Access Clearinghouse (TRAC) at Syracuse University doubted this claim, questioning whether
enough Border Patrol agents could be deployed at any one time along the massive border to
be a deterrent.51 CBP was under intense pressure to return quantifiable results—increased
apprehensions.
In 2003, the Buffalo sector signaled the importance of arrest statistics by requiring its officers
to report apprehension rates on a daily basis.52 This emphasis at a local level is not surprising
(even though CBP long denied that it kept any statistics of arrests by the Rochester Station and
once it admitted to such statistics sought to prevent their release to the public). Apprehension
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rates have long been used as a measure of the Border Patrol’s performance.53 In a recent report to “enable Congress and the public to assess the performance of the agency as it relates
to CBP’s mission,” CBP references apprehension rates among its “Fiscal Year Highlights,”
“Border Enforcement Successes,” and the “reportable performance measures” to support its
strategic plan.54 Apprehension rates even factor into the agency’s own self-auditing formula,
as CBP compares actual apprehension rates with the “targets” set out in its strategic plan.55
Statements from Border Patrol agents further suggest that the Border Patrol has internalized
a philosophy that more arrests indicate better performance. A detention officer at Federal Detention Center in Batavia reportedly told a transportation raid arrestee that CBP had been arresting people simply to meet quotas.56 A former Border Patrol agent in California, Tony Plattel, told reporters that constant demands to meet monthly arrest quotas led agents to cruise
streets, bus stops, and even medical clinics looking for undocumented immigrants. The quota
was eight apprehensions per day, and if agents did not meet that goal, they were pressured to
arrest more individuals the next day or face having their shifts changed. According to Plattel,
he was fired for interfering with the quota system—he drove six dehydrated undocumented
immigrants back to Border Patrol headquarters despite orders to wait until he arrested more
people to fill his van.57
Against this backdrop, it becomes clearer why CBP is devoting disproportionate resources
and personnel to transportation raids: to boost arrest numbers. In fact, Border Patrol agents
in upstate New York are known to refer to transportation raids as “immigration Dumpsterdiving” and acknowledge that those arrested have not crossed the border recently.58
As the data shows, Rochester Station transportation raid arrests have increased significantly
since 2006 and constitute an appreciably larger part of Border Patrol arrests in the region
than they did several years ago. The proportion of total Border Patrol arrests in the region
represented by transportation raid arrests increased 60 percent from 2006 to 2009.
Despite the disproportionate effort devoted to transportation raids, CBP’s reporting to Congress makes no mention of its raids on domestic trains and buses. It does not distinguish arrests made during these raids from arrests of people attempting to illegally enter the country.
The agency’s 2010 report to Congress provides extensive description and analysis of CBP’s
operations, but says nothing about interior enforcement in general, or transportation raids
in particular. This omission is perplexing since interior arrests account for such a high percentage of total CBP arrests. The disconnect between CBP’s mission to police the border
and its expansion of interior operations strongly suggests that pressure to increase arrests
is distorting the agency’s priorities. 59 Equally disturbing is the agency’s unwillingness—until
compelled by months of litigation—to produce documents that evidence this distortion.60
Consider two cases, which clearly demonstrate that CBP’s interior arrests have little connection to border security and are intended to merely inflate arrest rates:
In 2006, a man who was stopped and questioned by a Border Patrol agent at the Greyhound bus station in Rochester confided to the agent that he was the father of a three-
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month-old baby, a U.S. citizen who was in poor health and had recently undergone
several surgeries. Upon being arrested, the man expressed his concern that his wife
and their ill baby were also traveling through Rochester, were unfamiliar with the area
and would be unsure how to proceed without him if he were detained. The agents arrested and detained the man regardless, and subsequently arrested the man’s wife,
and their sick child, upon arrival at the station. The mother and father, neither recent
border crossers, were placed into removal proceedings.61
In 2010, a doctor from South Asia who was lawfully in the United States was travelling by bus from the mid-west to New York City for interviews with residency programs. Border Patrol agents boarded his bus at the Greyhound station in Rochester
and questioned and arrested him. The doctor had arrived in the U.S. on a valid visa.
He had timely applied for an extension of his visa, which had been granted the day
before his arrest. After being removed from the bus, the doctor was taken to an office
where he tried to show his immigration receipt showing that he was lawfully in the
United States. The agents weren’t interested. In fact, they didn’t even bother to check
his status. The doctor was then taken to the federal detention center in Batavia. He
was released three days later and dropped off at the Greyhound bus station without
his luggage or his passport. With the help of volunteer legal assistance, the doctor retrieved his belongings. The removal proceedings against him were terminated, but he
was deeply traumatized by the experience, which completely disrupted his plans and
negatively affected his residency interviews.62

B. Transportation raids raise serious constitutional concerns.
In 1928, Supreme Court Justice Louis D. Brandeis wrote that the “right to be let alone” is “the
most comprehensive of rights and the right most valued by civilized men.”63 Supreme Court
Justice William O. Douglas expanded on that point when he declared in 1952 that such a right
is “indeed the beginning of all freedom.”64 Americans agree, and expect to be able to travel
freely in the United States without having their right to be let alone violated by armed Border
Patrol agents.
In defending its stop, question, search, and arrest practices on domestic trains and buses,
CBP cites to its statutory authority to operate within a reasonable distance of the border,65 and
federal regulations that define “reasonable distance” as being within 100 miles of the border.66
(In New York State, approximately 97 percent of the population lives within 100 miles of the
border).67 However, in setting these regulations, “Congress did not say that all searches within
100 miles of the border were reasonable.”68 This 100-mile zone is not a Constitution-free zone.
While at the border, its functional equivalent, or permanent border checkpoints Border Patrol
agents are authorized to conduct routine searches without probable cause or a warrant,69
elsewhere Border Patrol agents are held to a higher constitutional standard.70
When CBP boards domestic trains and buses, the agency is not operating at the border or
its functional equivalent,71 but rather as a roving patrol.72 Roving border patrols are governed
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by the same Fourth Amendment standards as stop, question, search and arrest activities by
regular police officers.73 The U.S. Supreme Court has rejected arguments made by Border
Patrol in the past that when it operates within 100 miles of the border, the regular rules of the
Fourth Amendment do not apply.74
Under current practice in upstate New York, Border Patrol agents board trains and buses during scheduled stops to ask passengers about their immigration status, as well as for proof of
their citizenship or lawful status in the United States. In these situations, CBP argues, they
do not need to have reasonable suspicion about an individual rider to ask a question because
the encounter is consensual, and riders are free to ignore or not respond to the questioning.75
Indeed, nearly 95 percent of sample arrest records examined by the authors contained boilerplate language stating that the arresting officer had initiated “consensual, nonintrusive”
contact or engaged in a “consensual conversation” with the arrestee.76
What Border Patrol fails to recognize is that when an armed agent questions passengers on a
train or bus, sometimes in the middle of the night with a flashlight glaring at the rider’s face,
few individuals would feel that they have the right to refuse to answer the agent’s questions.
These encounters, which CBP describes as consensual in order to circumvent constitutional
protections, all too often feel more like coerced consents as the setting for the questioning
would make few passengers believe that they have the ability to refuse to answer questions.
Indeed, passengers and community leaders have echoed this sentiment that the Border Patrol agents’ questioning is coercive in nature and refusing to answer is not a realistic option.77
Moreover, there is the underlying question of whether Border Patrol officers should be engaged in enforcement actions on domestic trains and buses in the first place. Do we want to
live in a country where armed officers approach Americans engaged in no wrongdoing and ask
them to produce papers to prove that they are indeed Americans? Since New York City falls
entirely within 100 miles of the border, should armed Border Patrol agents ride the subway
asking passengers questions about their citizenship and detaining individuals who cannot
prove their status? Customs and Border Protection claims this authority, yet most Americans
would find it objectionable.
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IV. BORDER PATROL PRACTICES BEYOND TRAINS AND BUSES
The data obtained through the FOIA litigation and through public observations of Border Patrol activities provide a detailed account of the agency’s practices on trains and buses in New
York. Yet concerns regarding Border Patrol’s practices extend into our state’s towns, villages,
farms, streets and highways. Moreover, serious concerns have been raised about state and
local police engaging in interior immigration enforcement operations along with border patrol
agents:
In 2009, a United States citizen who was born in Mexico was stopped in his car by Border Patrol agents who demanded to see his driver’s license. He produced his New York
license, but the Border Patrol agents refused to believe that it was real, accusing him
of being in the United States illegally. He responded that he was a naturalized citizen,
but the Border Patrol agents did not believe him and asked him to get out of his car.
They then proceeded to handcuff him. His family members, who were also in the car,
pleaded for Border Patrol agents not to arrest him and said that they could offer proof
of his citizenship. The Border Patrol agents ignored their pleas and took the man to the
Border Patrol station, where he was fingerprinted and photographed. Finally his wife
arrived with a copy of his US passport and naturalization certificate. He was released
without charges.78
In 2010, Peter Mares, a U.S. citizen of Mexican descent, was providing translation
services during a traffic stop by the Sodus Police Department of a Spanish-speaking
individual. Peter provided the translation services as a courtesy. The Sodus Police Department called Border Patrol for assistance, and upon arrival, Border Patrol agents
began to interrogate Peter and asked him to produce identification. Shocked by the
fact that he was being treated as a suspect by Border Patrol, and knowing that as a
United States citizen he was not required to carry identification, Peter asked why a
United States citizen needed to show ID? In response, the Border Patrol agent became
agitated and handcuffed Peter. Border Patrol agents then interrogated Peter about his
citizenship. Throughout the entire interrogation Peter was in handcuffs. After approximately 45 minutes, Peter was released without charges.79
In 2008, Border Patrol agents arrested a man after he was stopped for speeding while
rushing to deliver his wife’s breast milk to their very ill and premature newborn child
at a hospital in Syracuse. The man had entered the country on a valid visa. His wife was
a physician with a visa to serve in areas with a shortage of doctors. As a condition of
her visa, the man’s wife had to return to work shortly after giving birth. The man regularly transported his wife’s breast milk from her workplace to their baby in the hospital. When he was arrested, the man was awaiting the adjudication of his extension of
status application. He was detained for three days and only released after a member
of Congress intervened.80
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In October 2011 in Sodus, four farm workers were approached by a state trooper while
they were sitting on the front steps of one of their homes. The men were drinking beer
after returning home from work. The state trooper walked up to the men and told them
that they could not drink outside. One of the workers asked the trooper why he couldn’t
drink a beer on his own property? At that point, a Border Patrol agent emerged from
the state trooper vehicle and asked each of the men “Are you legal here?” The agent
ordered them to produce their immigration documents. The men produced the relevant documents, and the trooper and the Border Patrol agent left.81
In 2011, state troopers and Border Patrol agents began patrolling a trailer park outside of Sodus, where many farm workers lived. The state troopers and Border Patrol
agents drive together from street to street in the park. According to one resident, “We
cover up our windows and we don’t dare to go outside unless we have to.”82
Community residents have also complained about Border Patrol agents stationed outside of churches and stores that cater to Latino populations in their region.
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The reports about Border Patrol activities in towns and villages in upstate New York raise
concerns of Border Patrol agents arresting individuals, including United States citizens, without probable cause, and subjecting residents to selective enforcement based on their race or
ethnicity. The Supreme Court has repeatedly stated that the normal rules of the Constitution
apply to the interior enforcement activities of Border Patrol agents. Upstate New York is not
a Constitution-free zone, and the federal government must ensure that CBP practices within
100 miles of the border comport with fundamental constitutional and statutory protections.
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V. CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The information analyzed in this report raises serious concerns regarding the true motivations for, and consequences of, the Border Patrol’s interior enforcement practices. Customs
and Border Protection officials assert that the stopping, questioning and arresting of individuals within the interior of the United States directly support their border protection mission.
The evidence reveals, however, that in addition to taking place far from the border, these
operations do not target recent border crossers. In addition, the evidence raises serious constitutional concerns and shows widespread violations of fundamental procedural protections
in the execution of arrests.
The stark contrast between CBP’s mission of policing the border and its expanding interior
operations strongly suggests that CBP’s priorities are being distorted by pressure to increase
arrest rates. The evidence set forth in this report suggests a serious problem and a disturbing
national trend, but the public’s ability to fully gauge the problem is limited by CBP’s refusal to
disclose all relevant records or allow interviews of CBP employees. Litigation to obtain access
to additional records is ongoing. The authors of this report hope to provide an updated analysis
once those records are obtained.
The policy recommendations below would address the problems outlined in this report. These
recommendations are guided by a belief that CBP’s programs should support and advance its
mission of border protection, that border enforcement should conform with constitutional requirements and federal statutes and regulations, and that CBP should serve—not harm—the
communities where it operates.
CBP should end its practice of raids on domestic trains and buses.
As the evidence in this report demonstrates, transportation raids do not lead to the apprehension of recent border crossers. Transportation raids are an inefficient use of the federal
government’s limited resources and do little, if anything, to further CBP’s mission of border
protection. In addition, transportation raids raise the specter of a police state in the communities in which they are implemented and result in significant privacy intrusions for citizens
and non-citizens alike. These factors, combined with the evidence of procedural violations and
concerns regarding racial profiling in the course of transportation raids, counsels against the
continued use of transportation raids by Border Patrol agents.
To the extent that CBP continues to engage in interior enforcement operations, it
should ensure that it does so only in situations involving specific suspicion of recent illegal border crossing, and that proper constitutional and procedural protections are in place.
In light of the concerns this report and other public accounts raise about Border Patrol operations, to the extent that CBP continues these practices, it should ensure that such activities
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take place only in situations involving specific suspicion of recent illegal border crossing, and
that proper guidelines and protections be put in place and followed by Border Patrol agents.
Clear guidance should be issued to Border Patrol agents that the objective of interior operations is to support the agency’s border protection mission and prevent the unauthorized entry of dangerous persons and contraband. Thus, agents should not arbitrarily stop, question
or arrest individuals without reasonable suspicion or probable cause that the individual has
recently crossed the border illegally. Furthermore, violations of procedural protections such
as the two-officer rule and the consent requirement should be adequately investigated and
addressed.
While CBP has refused to release its training materials on racial and ethnic profiling, accounts
of its operations raise serious concerns that Border Patrol agents resort to racial and ethnic
profiling techniques to determine who to stop, question or arrest. Such accounts indicate that
even if CBP policy expressly forbids racial and ethnic profiling, additional guidance and training of Border Patrol officers is necessary to ensure appropriate compliance.
CBP should discontinue the use of arrest-based performance measures.
As evidenced by CBP’s own publications, arrest rates have long been used as a measure of the
agency’s performance. Despite the fact that counsel for CBP insisted that the agency does not
measure arrest rates,83 it was later revealed in the course of litigation that, in fact, it tracked
arrest statistics on a daily basis. Not surprisingly, reliance on such measures creates adverse
incentives to increase arrest numbers by any means. CBP should make clear that Border
Patrol stations and agents receive no additional performance credit for arrests of individuals who are not recent border crossers and that its resources are focused on furthering the
agency’s expressed mission of preventing the unauthorized entry of dangerous persons and
contraband.
State and local police should refrain from enforcing federal immigration laws, including by engaging in interior enforcement operations with Border Patrol agents
and requesting translation assistance from Border Patrol
Public safety depends on community members working cooperatively with law enforcement
officials to fight crime. To truly have safe communities, police officials and New York residents
must work together. Yet when state and local law enforcement officers act, in effect, like immigration enforcement agents by closely collaborating with Border Patrol agents engaged
in interior enforcement operations, immigrant communities become fearful that any kind of
interaction with the police will put themselves and their family members at risk for detention
and deportation. Millions of immigrant New Yorkers, including hundreds of thousands of undocumented immigrants, will refrain from contacting the police when they have been a victim
of a crime, or when they have witnessed a crime. If community members don’t trust law enforcement enough to alert them of crime occurring in their community, then law enforcement
officers are not able to adequately police our communities and maintain safety. Therefore,
state and local police should refrain from enforcing federal immigration laws, including by
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engaging in interior enforcement operations with Border Patrol agents and requesting translation assistance from Border Patrol.
CBP should re-evaluate its policy of nearly universal detention of individuals arrested.
CBP’s policy of detaining the vast majority of individuals arrested in the course of transportation raids imposes immense human and financial costs. In addition to the cost to taxpayers
of detaining people, CBP’s overzealous detention policy imposes a significant hardship on the
individuals detained and their family members and community ties in the United States. CBP
should assess an individual’s risk of flight, danger to the community, and other policy and humanitarian considerations before detaining an individual, and should only detain individuals
when there is serious risk of flight or danger to the community.
The governor and attorney general of New York should monitor CBP’s interior operations to ensure that the rights of New York residents are protected.
The cumulative impact of CBP’s interior enforcement operations is felt not only by those
individuals arrested but by all citizens and non-citizens who live in the areas where these
operations take place. For example, observers in Rochester have noted that Border Patrol
operations have diminished the city’s long-standing reputation as a welcoming place for international students, scholars and visitors. The recent growth in the Border Patrol’s stops and
arrests in public areas and at domestic transportation stations in New York creates a tangible
chilling effect for the state’s residents and state authorities should take action to ensure that
CBP’s incursion into interior communities does not violate New Yorkers’ rights.
Congress and DHS should improve oversight and accountability with respect to
transportation raids.
The data on transportation raid arrests at Rochester Station provides strong evidence of pervasive problems with CBP’s interior operations in upstate New York, and news reports and
individual accounts from other parts of the country are strongly suggestive of a national trend.
Due to incomplete access to relevant records and decision-makers, the public’s ability to fully
assess the scope of the problems presented by CBP’s operations is severely limited. Based
upon the evidence set forth in this report, Congress or the DHS Office of the Inspector General
should undertake a broader investigation of CBP’s practices and ensure that adequate corrective measures are implemented.
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VI. APPENDIX
The data analyzed in this report was acquired in connection with a Freedom of Information Act
(FOIA) request filed by New York University’s Immigrant Rights Clinic on behalf of Families for
Freedom and three individuals who had been arrested by CBP on trains and buses. Litigation
over this matter remains ongoing in Families for Freedom v. Customs and Border Protection, 10
Civ. 2705 (SAS) before Judge Shira Scheindlin in the Southern District of New York. The FOIA
request sought data to provide the public with a clearer understanding of the rising incidence
of Border Patrol stops and arrests on domestic trains and buses in upstate New York, including (1) arrest records (with fields that reflect complexion, country of citizenship, length of time
in the country, and criminal history), (2) expectations, quotas or arrest goals, and (3) other
information concerning how transportation raids are performed.
Through this litigation, CBP agreed to generate and deliver (1) an Excel spreadsheet containing data regarding all 2,792 Rochester Station transportation raid arrests from 2006 to 2009
(“CBP Spreadsheet”), and (2) a random sample of 200 redacted I-213 records drawn from
the total transportation raid arrests from 2006 to 2009 (“Sample Set Data”). CBP was also
required, through the Court’s many orders, to produce statistics, memoranda and other documents related to transportation arrests.

A. Description of the Data
1. Spreadsheet Data on All Rochester Station Transportation Raid Arrests
(2006 – 2009)
The CBP Spreadsheet contained information on each of 2,792 Rochester Station transportation raid arrests reported for the years 2006 to 2009. This total consists of 383 arrests in 2006,
776 arrests in 2007, 986 arrests in 2008, and 647 arrests in 2009. CBP extracted 15 categories
of data from the I-213 arrest records for all transportation raid arrests in Rochester Station,
and produced this data in the CBP Spreadsheet. The categories provided were:
1. Place of entry, estimated date of entry and nearest municipality to enter
2. Arrest date and time
3. Citizenship
4. Period of time in the United States
5. Complexion
6. Gender
7. Occupation
8. Method of arrest
9. Arresting Officer
10. ArsAgt2 (other agents present)
11. ArsAgt3 (other agents present)
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12.
13.
14.
15.

Preparing Officer of the Form I-213
Status at entry
Status when found
Place of arrest

2. Full I-213 Arrest Records for a Sample Set of 200 Arrests
Full I-213 arrest forms, with identifying information redacted, were produced for a random
sample set of 200 out of the 2,792 arrests, representing 50 arrests randomly selected from
each of the four years reported. The Clinic agreed to generate a random sample that would
indentify 200 I-213 forms to be delivered by counsel for CBP. To assist in generating the random sample, we enlisted the help of John R. B. Palmer, an attorney and Ph.D. candidate in
Population and Public Policy at Princeton University’s Woodrow Wilson School of Public and
International Affairs. Mr. Palmer generated a random sample using a random number generator. Each arrest was assigned a numerical identifier and 50 identifiers were drawn without
replacement from each of the four years of data respectively. After the random sample was
generated, CBP produced the corresponding Form I-213 arrest records.
In addition to various fields in which BP officers filled in specific categories of information, the
Form I-213s contain a narrative portion in which BP officers described the circumstances of
the arrest, the officer’s encounter with the individual arrested, and the subsequent disposition
of the case.
The I-213s and corresponding narratives were reviewed for relevant data, which we then recorded in an Excel spreadsheet. Data categories included:
1. The date of arrest and reported date of entry to the United States
2. Whether the individual entered the United States by crossing a land border, and whether the individual specifically crossed the U.S. Canada border
3. Whether the individual entered the United States as a minor
4. Whether minors were present at the arrest
5. Officer’s use of boilerplate language to indicate consent
6. Whether the individual was detained
7. If released, the reasoning given for the individual’s release
8. If detained, the amount of bond set and the location of detention
9. Whether the individual was issued a Notice to Appear, or was removed immediately as
a “bag and baggage” case
10. Whether the individual expressed a fear of return to their native country
11. Whether the individual refused to answer questions, or remained silent throughout
questioning
12. Whether the individual indicated potential eligibility for relief or the existence of a
pending application for lawful status
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This information was tallied and used as a source of additional statistical data. In addition
certain narratives were used as qualitative examples of BP officer conduct during arrests.

B. Methods of Analysis
The majority of the statistics presented in this report come from analysis of the CBP Spreadsheet. Some statistics presented, however, particularly those pertaining to detention rates,
come from analysis of the Sample Set Arrest Records, because the CBP Spreadsheet provides
less detail than the actual arrest records, which include a narrative of the arrest provided by
the arresting officer. In addition to helping us generate the random sample of 200 arrests
described above, John Palmer assisted in overall analysis of the data provided by the government. This section briefly describes how we obtained the statistics presented in this report.

1. Time in U.S. Prior to Arrest
Mr. Palmer determined the time elapsed between entry and arrest using two different methods, each of which utilized distinct categories of data from the CBP spreadsheet on all transportation raid arrests. Thus, the results produced by one category of data could be verified by
the results produced by the alternate category of data.
The first category of data consisted of estimates of time elapsed between entry and arrest,
which is a separate field in the I-213 and which CBP provided in a separate column in the CBP
spreadsheet. For each arrest, the Spreadsheet indicates whether the arrestee was arrested at
entry, within 72 hours of entry, four to 30 days after entry, one month to one year after entry,
or more than one year after entry. To use these data, we had to exclude 49 of the 2,792 arrests
due to missing values.
The second category of data consisted of the actual dates of entry and arrest, which are separate fields in the Spreadsheet and which Mr. Palmer used to make an independent calculation of time elapsed between entry and arrest. To use these data, we had to exclude 313 of
the 2,792 arrests due to missing values. We categorized these results using the same timecategories as with the first estimates, such as “within 72 hours” after entry and “over one
year” after entry, etc. We made two modifications to these categories, however: Instead of
the category “4-30 days,” we used the category “3-30 days” so that there would not be a gap
between this category and the 72 hour category. We also merged the “at entry” and “within 72
hours” categories such that we counted anyone arrested at entry or up to 72 hours from entry
as “within 72 hours.”
Both analyses produced nearly identical results. Small differences in the results of the two
analyses were due to missing date-of-entry values in the spreadsheet which required exclusion of 313 arrests from the second method of analysis, thus making the results of the
first method slightly more accurate. Therefore, for the purposes of the discussion of the time
elapsed between entry and arrest for less than one year, and to determine the proportion of
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those arrested over one year after entry, this report refers to the numerical results of the first
analysis. However, the time-elapsed option entered by CBP groups together all individuals
who were arrested over one year after entry, without indicating specifically how many years
had elapsed between entry and arrest. Thus, we relied on the second method of analysis to
examine, for those arrested over one year after entry, how many were arrested one to three
years, three to six years, six to 10 years, and more than 10 years after entry.

2. Violations of Two-Officer Rule
In order to determine the frequency of violations of the two-officer rule, we analyzed the incidence of arrests in which the arresting officer is the same as the officer that interviews the
arrestee and prepares the I-213. To do this, we used information drawn from the spreadsheet
data in order to identify instances in which the arresting officer is the same as the preparing officer, that is, the officer who conducts the interview. For each of the 2,792 arrests, the
spreadsheet data provided by the government lists the arresting officer(s) and the preparing officer in separate columns. To preserve the anonymity of the officers, the Spreadsheet
Data does not contain their names. Instead, the government assigned each officer a number,
such as “Officer 1,” or “Officer 15.” Based on this coding by the government, where the same
numerical identifier is listed both as an arresting officer and a preparing officer for a single
arrest, we have assumed that the arresting officer and the preparing officer were the same
person.
In order to perform this analysis across all 2,792 entries in the I-213 data, we first created a
new variable which took the value 1 in cases where the preparing officer was also listed as
one of the arresting officers, and 0 otherwise. We then calculated the proportion of arrests
for which this new variable took the value 1 to determine the incidence of violation of the twoofficer rule.

3. Rates of Detention and Bond Amounts
Information regarding the rates at which CBP detained individuals arrested during transportation raids were determined by culling data from the narrative portions of the sample set of
200 I-213 arrest records. Each narrative stated whether an individual was detained or released
after the arrest. If the individual was released, the narrative indicated whether the release was
based on a lack of bed space or another reason, such as humanitarian considerations. If the
individual was detained, the narrative indicated whether the individual was allowed bond and,
if allowed bond, at what amount bond was set. To arrive at the statistics presented in this
report, we entered this data into an Excel spreadsheet and tallied the number of individuals
released versus detained, the number of individuals released for lack of bed space, and information relating to bond.
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4. Boilerplate Language Regarding Consent
The narrative portions of the sample set of I-213 arrest records also contained the BP officer’s description of circumstances surrounding the initiation of questioning. To determine
the frequency of boilerplate language regarding consent, we tallied the instances in which the
narrative stated that the officer initiated “consensual” or “non-intrusive” conversation, and
calculated the proportion of arrest records that repeated this boilerplate language.
The data and analysis underlying each of the statistics presented in this report are on file with
the authors.
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